INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) play various important roles in biological processes ([@B1],[@B2]). The information of ncRNAs is encoded in both the primary sequences and the three-dimensional (3D) structures, which are interlinked by base-pairing patterns with tertiary interactions ([@B3],[@B4]). Studies of the RNA 3D structures can provide essential insights into their functionalities. With the increasing number of RNA structures deposited in Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@B5]), analyzing their 3D structures, particularly the interactions between nucleotides, are attracting increasing research focus ([@B6]--[@B8]).

Base-pairing interactions are the primary building blocks of RNA structure. These interactions stabilize local conformations and eventually determine how the whole RNA folds and shapes ([@B9],[@B10]). Various research and their consequent observations for RNA depend on the different characteristics of these interactions ([@B11]--[@B13]). Finding and categorizing RNA structural motifs is one significant example of such research. Tools such as FR3D ([@B9]), RNA Bricks ([@B14]), RNAMotifScan ([@B15]), RNAMotifScanX ([@B8]) deal with this issue and are largely built upon base-pairing annotation. Another relevant research is aligning RNA structures. Base-pairing annotation plays a key role in many alignment tools such as DIAL ([@B16]), R3D Align ([@B6]), ARTS ([@B17]), SARA ([@B18]) and STAR3D ([@B19]). Moreover, methods dealing with RNA--protein interactions also rely on base-pairing annotations ([@B20]).

RNA bases can interact with each other in different ways and form diverse geometric conformations. Leontis and Westhof proposed a generalization of base-pairing interaction types, combining canonical (Watson--Crick A--U, G--C or G--U wobble) and non-canonical base pairs that involve the interactions among different combinations of Watson--Crick edges, hoogsteen edges and sugar edges of bases ([@B21]). Lemieux and Major did further work on the geometric issues focusing on the sliding of the bases along the interacting faces and proposed an extended set of interactions, using their new set of edges ([@B22]). Leontis *et al*. have done more work to define additional types of base-pairing interactions ([@B9]). From all these work, we acquired a very good understanding of the different types of base-pairing interactions that can possibly happen among RNA bases. However, for a given PDB, determining which particular bases are interacting with each other and what specific types of interactions they are forming is not so obvious. It is a challenging task to do it correctly for the various molecules with various levels of data quality.

There are different existing methods for annotating base pairs of a particular RNA from the 3D information available in PDB formatted data. Some of the well known methods are MC-Annotate ([@B7]), RNAView ([@B23]), FR3D ([@B9]), DSSR ([@B24]) and ClaRNA ([@B10]). These methods focus on a single PDB file while determining their annotations. Even though these tools are implemented using sophisticated approaches to detect base-pairing interactions, their performance is limited by the quality of the PDB data they are dealing with. These methods can perform well in detecting base pairs when the resolution of the structure is high, but cannot detect base pairs accurately enough when the resolution is low. Due to the expensive procedure, generating high-resolution 3D structure information is not always affordable ([@B25]) and there are many molecules for which only low-resolution structures are available. A low-resolution 3D structure data have inherent errors in it from the experiment that produced the structure information; these data are expected to be relatively poor in preciseness. This lack of preciseness creates some unavoidable geometric obstacles for the computational methods that use these structure data to annotate the interactions. As a result, low-resolution PDB causes all the existing annotation methods to suffer from the wrong detection of interactions.

To solve this issue, we introduce CompAnnotate, a comparative tool capable of compensating for geometric limitations in the low-resolution 3D structure data. Instead of dealing only with the low-resolution RNA structure independently, an additional higher resolution homologous RNA structure is involved in CompAnnotate to assist the annotation. The necessary geometric information, which may not be available at the required accuracy level in low-resolution PDB, can be available in other structurally similar high-resolution PDB. It is particularly the case for the RNAs that have highly conserved local structures, such as ribosomal RNAs. Here, we can use the assumption that homologous RNAs are likely to have the same type of base pairs in homologous positions. This assumption is utilized in CompAnnotate to map geometric information from the available homologous high-resolution RNA structure to the low-resolution RNA structure. Using alignment and analysis of the local geometry of base pairs, the inferability of geometric information in two different RNA structures is determined. Then, using the inferable geometric information, a better base-pairing list is selected for the given low-resolution RNA.

We benchmarked CompAnnotate by analyzing the correctness of base-pairing annotations for different pairs of high and low-resolution PDBs. Annotated base-pairing lists from the existing methods (MC-Annotate, RNAView, FR3D, DSSR and ClaRNA) are used as input for CompAnnotate and the corresponding modified base-pairing lists come as output. The CompAnnotate annotation is then compared with a high-resolution benchmark data for each method independently. We have found significant improvement and overall better sensitivity and precision of base-pairing annotation for all the methods. In addition, we have checked the specific impact of this enhanced annotation, considering the regions expected to be known motifs. We have identified a lot of important base-pairing interactions that are essential for those regions to be classified as motifs, but the existing methods can not detect them. CompAnnotate has successfully annotated a significant amount of those missing base-pairing interactions. These improvements in the base-pairing annotation, made by CompAnnotate, are expected to boost the scope and accuracy of the study involving RNA structure and function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

The CompAnnotate takes and processes the sequence information, structure data and existing base-pairing annotations for a given pair of RNA structures, namely *reference RNA* and *target RNA* (will be defined in the next section). It first generates an alignment of these two RNAs. The alignment allows to categorize the annotated base pairs into three subsets. One subset includes base pairs from target RNA that can not be aligned with two bases in the reference RNA. This subset of base pairs is directly included. The second subset includes base pairs from reference RNA that can not be aligned with two bases in the target RNA. This subset of base pairs is directly excluded. The final subset includes base pairs from both reference and target RNA that can be aligned with corresponding bases. This subset goes through further vetting before getting included in the final annotation. At the end of this process, the set of output base pairs is generated. This CompAnnotate workflow is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and the details are described in the following sections.

![The workflow of CompAnnotate.](gkx538fig1){#F1}

Data processing {#SEC2-1}
---------------

The basic input to CompAnnotate is the sequence and 3D structural data from PDB and the corresponding base-pairing annotation output from any annotation tool, for a pair of RNAs. One in the pair is a *target RNA, T*, for which the annotation improvement will be made. The target RNA structure can be a very low-resolution PDB and the annotations for this structure from the existing annotation tools can have an erroneous list of base pairs. The other RNA in the pair is a higher resolution *reference RNA, R*. The structural information and base-pairing annotation from the reference RNA are used to improve the base-pairing annotation in the target RNA. The reference RNA is expected to be phylogenetically close to the target RNA as much as possible---the closer the RNAs are, the better the annotation should be.

The target and reference RNAs are aligned to get the correspondence of bases. STAR3D ([@B19]) has been used as the preferred alignment tool in CompAnnotate. But other structure alignment or sequence alignment with proper affine gap penalty can also be used as the input to CompAnnotate (result improvements for sequence alignment are shown in [Supplementary Tables S6 and 7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With the support of input alignment, CompAnnotate does further aligning of base pairs considering the annotations from the existing tool (MC-Annotate, RNAView, FR3D, DSSR or ClaRNA). For each base pair of one RNA, a compatible base pair in the other RNA is searched, using the base correspondence as a guide. The resulting fine-tuned alignment of base pairs reflects the potential areas of similarity and dissimilarity in the RNAs.

Base-pairing annotation inferability {#SEC2-2}
------------------------------------

CompAnnotate determines which annotation in the reference RNA can be utilized to infer the annotation of target RNA. Based on the alignment, it defines inferability of annotation to decide the potential pair of bases that should be considered or discarded. The annotations used here include both canonical and non-canonical base pairs, representing the tertiary structure of RNA. These set of annotated base pairs for the reference and target structure, *R* and *T* can be denoted as *S*~*R*~ and *S*~*T*~. Let the alignment of reference and target sequences be defined by a 2\**m* size matrix, where the 1st row represents the reference sequence *r*\[1...*m*\] and the second row represents the target sequence *t*\[1...*m*\] (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Each row contains a string of bases and gaps, but no column will contain two gaps aligned. The gaps are denoted by '---'.

![Example of alignment and base pairing annotation inferability. The solid arcs imply annotated base pairs and the dashed arcs imply corresponding aligned pairs of bases that are not members of *S*~*R*~ or *S*~*T*~.](gkx538fig2){#F2}

For any two columns *i* and *j* in the alignment, a relationship can be defined for the pairs (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) and (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~), based on the given base-pairing annotations in *S*~*R*~ and *S*~*T*~. In defining this relationship, we consider 2 bp are of the same type if they have the same participating edges which include Watson--Crick, hoogsteen or sugar edge ([@B21]), along with the same cis/trans orientation. If (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) ∈*S*~*R*~, (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) ∈ *S*~*T*~ and both are the same type of base pairs, they are treated as *common base pairs*. Aligned bases are not required to be identical; as long as they are mapped to each other by the alignment module and have the same type of interacting edges and the same cis/trans orientation in the base-pairing annotation, they are treated as common base pairs. If neither of (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) and (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) is annotated as a base pair, they are denoted as, *unrelated*. If one of the pairs is annotated as a base pair and any of *r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~, *t*~*i*~ and *t*~*j*~ is '---', then they are considered as *non-inferable*. There are two cases of *non-inferable* depending on whether the base pair is from the reference or the target RNA. Finally, where all of *r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~, *t*~*i*~ and *t*~*j*~ are bases but did not form *common base pairs* relationship, it is denoted as inferable---case 1 if (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) ∈ *S*~*R*~ and inferable---case 2 if (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) ∈ *S*~*T*~. There is one special relationship situation that is worth mentioning separately. If (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) ∈ *S*~*R*~ and (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) ∈ *S*~*T*~, but the base pairs are not of same type, they are categorized as inferable---case 1. All these relationships are summarized in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and some of the corresponding examples are given in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}.

###### The relationship between (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) and (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) for the base-pairing annotation inferability

  Relationship             Description
  ------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Common base pairs        (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) ∈ *S*~*R*~ and (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) ∈ *S*~*T*~, and both
                           have the same type of interacting edges and
                           cis/trans orientation
  Unrelated                Neither of (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) or (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) is annotated
                           as a base pair
  Non-inferable---case 1   (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~)∈*S*~*R*~, but one or both of *t*~*i*~ and *t*~*j*~ is '---'
  Non-inferable---case 2   (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~)∈*S*~*T*~, but one or both of *r*~*i*~ and *r*~*j*~ is '---'
  Inferable---case 1       (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~)∈*S*~*R*~, and *t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~ are bases (not gap)
  Inferable---case 2       (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~)∈*S*~*T*~, and pair of bases (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) ∉ *S*~*R*~

These relationships define how the annotation information can be inferred for the base pairs, from the reference RNA to the target RNA. For the case of *common base pairs* relationship, both (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) and (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) verify each other as properly annotated base pairs. For the *unrelated* and *non-inferable* relationship, there is no compatible information for a valid comparative analysis and consequently, no modification attempt is considered. As a result, the annotated target base pair (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) in the non-inferable---case 2 relationship are directly included by CompAnnotate to the accepted list of base pairs for the target RNA. On the other hand, the annotated reference base pair (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) in the non-inferable---case 1 relationship are directly excluded. Eventually, the inferable---case 1 and inferable---case 2 become the primary focus. In inferable---case 1 relationship, for each base pair (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~), there is a corresponding pair of bases *t*~*i*~ and *t*~*j*~ in the target RNA that is a potential candidate for being annotated as a base pair. On the other hand, in the inferable---case 2 relationship, for each base pair (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~), there is a corresponding pair of bases *r*~*i*~ and *r*~*j*~ in the reference RNA. Those pair of bases can aid to decide which of the (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) should be kept as base pairs and which one should be discarded. All the further geometric observations and analysis for inclusion--exclusion of base pairs are done based on the comparison of the pairs ((*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~), (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~)) for the inferable---case 1 and inferable---case 2 relationship.

Comparative geometric analysis {#SEC2-3}
------------------------------

The annotation of base pairs relies on the distances among atoms in the bases ([@B26]). But the proper measurement of the distance becomes a challenging concern as the exact coordinates of the atoms are not found. The coordinates in the structure data are affected by the quality of the experiment. The exact coordinates are not observed, only a close approximation; the resolution along with some other quality measurement parameters of the structure data describes in a statistical sense how displaced the coordinates can be from the actual coordinates. The expected displacement of the coordinates from the actual position increases in low-resolution compared to the high-resolution counterpart. The base-pairing annotation can be affected by this coordinate displacement issue in general, but the situation becomes extremely challenging in the low resolution data.

To get an estimation of how displaced the coordinates can be, we have considered the following Cruickshank's equation for dispersion precision indicator (DPI) ([@B27],[@B28]),$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*} \sigma = {(\frac{N_a}{N_{o}})}^\frac{1}{2}R_{{\rm free}}d_{{\rm min}}C^{-\frac{1}{3}} \end{equation*}\end{document}$$where *C* is completeness, *R*~free~ is free R-value, *d*~min~ is maximum resolution, *N*~*a*~ is the number of atoms and *N*~*o*~ is number of observations (reflections) included in the refinement. This equation corresponds to the approximate overall standard uncertainties ([@B28]). We use σ as the measure of potential displacement of atomic coordinates in a given PDB.

Now, let's consider two atoms a and b in any RNA structure where the actual distance between them is *D*(a, b). Now, applying the uncertainty of bond length between two atoms ([@B27]), the observed distance *D*~H~(a, b) in a high-resolution PDB, H, with a potential coordinate displacement σ~H~, is likely to be:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To improve base-pairing interactions in the low-resolution target RNA, *T*, Equation [4](#M4){ref-type="disp-formula"} provides a platform to make the comparative geometric assessment for the aligned bases between *T* and the high-resolution reference RNA, *R*. For the *inferable* relationships defined in the previous section, we can use the atoms in the pairs of bases (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) and (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) to infer the annotation from *R* to *T*. Three to five pairs of *relevant atoms* in (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) is mapped to the corresponding *relevant atoms* in (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~). If the mapped pairs of *relevant atoms* are considered compatible on account of potential displacement, we can annotate the base-pairing interaction for (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) based on the interaction in (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~). The list of considered atoms for the different types of base pairs ([Supplementary Tables S1--5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), along with how the *relevant atoms* are chosen is described in the [Supplementary Data](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For the inferable---case 1 relationship, (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) is annotated as a base pair by an existing tool, but (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) is not. The coordinate displacement issue can cause this difference. In this case, if the observed distances between the *relevant atoms* in (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) and (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) satisfy the condition in Equation [4](#M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, it suggests that (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) can be annotated as a base pair, on account of observed coordinate displacement. We use the base-pairing annotation for (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) as the annotation for (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~). On the other hand, for the inferable---case 2 relationship, (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) is annotated as a base pair by an existing tool, but (*r*~*i*~, *r*~*j*~) is not. In this case, two scenarios will be considered. For scenario 1, if the observed distances satisfy the condition in Equation [4](#M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we assume that the annotation difference is due to the coordinate displacement. In this scenario, we discard the annotation for (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~). For scenario 2, if the observed distances do not satisfy the condition in the Equation [4](#M4){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we assume that the annotation difference is due to other reasons than the coordinate displacement. The reference and the target RNA being from different organisms, one plausible reason is the inherent structural difference between them. In this scenario, the base-pairing annotation for (*t*~*i*~, *t*~*j*~) is kept unchanged.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

Base-pairing annotation {#SEC3-1}
-----------------------

In this section, we will measure the improvement of CompAnnotate over five tools, including MC-Annotate, RNAView, FR3D, DSSR and ClaRNA. To conduct our experiments, some 16S and 23S rRNAs, whose 3D structures are the largest ones in the PDB, are used as target RNAs. The high-resolution structures of their homologs in other species are chosen as reference RNAs. In addition, we also used *benchmark* structures which are the high-resolution entry of the same RNAs as the target RNAs. The annotation performance of CompAnnotate on the target RNAs are evaluated by comparing with the base-pairing annotation of the benchmark structures. In the PDB database, we found a few 16S and 23S rRNAs that have both high-resolution and low-resolution 3D structures. Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} lists the details of the datasets for organisms *Thermus thermophilus*, *Escherichia coli* and *Deinococcus radiodurans*, which has been used in our experiments for benchmarking the performance.

###### Chains, organisms, PDB IDs and resolutions of the ribosomal RNAs used as benchmarking datasets

        Target              Reference   Benchmark                                                                 
  ----- ------------------- ----------- ----------- ------------------ ------ -------- ------------------- ------ -------
  23S   *T. thermophilus*   2B9N        6.76 Å      *E. coli*          3R8S   3.0 Å    *T. thermophilus*   3V2F   2.7 Å
                                                    *D. radiodurans*   2ZJR   2.91 Å                              
  16S   *T. thermophilus*   1YL4        5.5 Å       *E. Coli*          4GD1   3.0 Å    *T. thermophilus*   2VQE   2.5 Å
                            2B9M        6.76 Å                                                                    

'Res.' is representing the resolution of the corresponding PDB.

For the target RNA with PDB ID: 2B9N, we have used two different reference RNAs, 3R8S and 2ZJR, to show that CompAnnotate achieves improvement independent of the reference RNA and also to show that different reference RNAs can cause different levels of improvement. It also emphasizes the fact that choosing a proper reference RNA can make the results better. On the other hand, for the target RNAs 1YL4 and 2B9M, the same reference RNA, 4GD1 is used. For benchmarking 23S chain, the PDB ID: 3V2F is used and for 16S chain, PDB ID: 2VQE is used. We had to make some special considerations while addressing FR3D annotation data, collected from NDB server. The NDB server uses data from the PDB server and reflects the recent changes the PDB server made. The annotation for the PDB IDs: 2B9N, 2B9M, 3R8S, 4GD1, 3V2F and 1YL4 were not directly found there. Rather, we had to deal with the annotation for compatible new versions of PDB IDs: 4V4S, 4V9D, 4V8I and 4V4P. We have done the necessary mapping to extract the corresponding base-pairing list for the original versions of the PDBs we are working with for benchmarking purposes.

MC-Annotate, RNAView, FR3D, DSSR and ClaRNA have different approaches of annotating base pairs. While canonical base-pairing annotations are quite similar across all these methods, non-canonical base-pairing annotations are very different from each other. By comparing with the annotation of benchmark PDB, we found that many base pairs detected in the high-resolution benchmark PDBs are not detected for the low-resolution target PDBs. Moreover, many base pairs are annotated in low-resolution target PDB, that are not supported by the annotation of the high resolution benchmark PDB. This implies the lower sensitivity and precision of these methods. CompAnnotate works on the annotation output of the existing methods to combine and filter the reference and target PDB annotation data. It can be considered as an extension tool, that uses the annotations for multiple PDBs from existing methods and generates better annotation results of the particular low-resolution PDBs. We work on each existing method independently, and generate a CompAnnotate version of annotation for each method separately. As a result, depending on which annotation method is being used for input data, CompAnnotate can be used as different annotation tools, such as CompAnnotate (MC-Annotate), CompAnnotate (RNAView), CompAnnotate (FR3D), CompAnnotate (DSSR) and CompAnnotate(ClaRNA).

Before going into the overall performance benchmarking, let's first get some insight on how the CompAnnotate method works, by using an example pair of the target and reference RNA. The inferable base pairs are the source of improvement in CompAnnotate. Common and non-inferable base pairs are kept the same. They do not contribute to the overall improvement. Table [3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows the details of annotations acceptance for the target RNA structure 2B9N with the aiding reference RNA structure 3R8S while using the CompAnnotate (MC-Annotate) version of the tool. Here, the results for canonical and non-canonical base pairs are shown separately. We can see that everything is accepted for common base pairs and non-inferable---case 2. On the other hand, everything is rejected for non-inferable---case 1. But, for the inferable cases, base pairs are being selected based on geometric observations. Among the 149 bp in canonical inferable---case 1 relationship and 322 bp in non-canonical inferable---case 1 relationship, 101 and 193 bp are accepted, respectively. These newly added base pairs by CompAnnotate were not included for the target RNA by the existing annotation, which is the most significant part of the improvement. For the inferable target base pairs, almost all the base pairs are excluded. The rejection of erroneously annotated base pairs for this inferable target base pair case accounts for the other part of the improvement. The annotation acceptance details using the CompAnnotate (RNAView), CompAnnotate (FR3D), CompAnnotate (DSSR), CompAnnotate (ClaRNA) versions are shown in the [Supplementary Tables S8--11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### Acceptance ratios of different inferability relationship for MC-Annotate annotation, using reference structure in PDB ID: 3R8S and target structure in PDB ID: 2B9N

  Target (Ref.)   Relationship             Total \# of bp   Accepted \# of bp   Accept %
  --------------- ------------------------ ---------------- ------------------- ----------
  Canonical       Common                   597              597                 100.00
                  Inferable---case 1       149              101                 67.79
                  Inferable---case 2       24               1                   4.17
                  Non-inferable---case 1   46               0                   0.00
                  Non-inferable---case 2   17               17                  100.00
  Non-canonical   Common                   83               83                  100.00
                  Inferable---case 1       322              193                 59.94
                  Inferable---case 2       106              0                   0.00
                  Non-inferable---case 1   31               0                   0.00
                  Non-inferable---case 2   4                4                   100.00

Now, we are going to analyze the overall impact of these inclusion and exclusion of base pairs. To make the comparison, we have addressed another issue related to PDB structure data. Even though the target and benchmark RNA structure are from the same organism, there are some regions with missing residues. For the purpose of fair performance comparison, we have excluded the annotated base pairs involving those regions, from both the existing method and CompAnnotate. The comparison shows annotation improvement for both canonical and non-canonical base pairs of the target RNAs. The sensitivity and precision of canonical base pair detection by regular methods (existing methods without CompAnnotate extension) are already quite good, even in low-resolution. However, the sensitivity and precision of CompAnnotate for canonical base pairs are similar or better. On the other hand, the non-canonical base pair detection is largely affected by the coordinate errors. As a result, there are more opportunities for the comparative methods to address and improve non-canonical base-pairing annotations. CompAnnotate has achieved a significant improvement particularly in annotating the non-canonical base pairs. The precision and sensitivity improvement of both the total canonical and non-canonical base-pairing annotations for the given datasets are shown in Tables [4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} along with the corresponding bar chart in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} (Note that, the results shown for non-canonical base pairs here include only those base pairs whose interacting edges are Watson--Crick, hoogsteen or sugar edges, but not both edges are Watson--Crick). The broke down performance details of all the datasets for each method are given in the [Supplementary Tables S12--21](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Comparison of sensitivity and precision for regular and CompAnnotate methods. The top panel shows the sensitivity and precision for canonical base-pairing annotations. The bottom panel shows the sensitivity and precision for non-canonical base-pairing annotations.](gkx538fig3){#F3}

###### The improvements in base-pairing annotation sensitivity for five tools by using CompAnnotate

                                       Regular   CompAnnotate          
  ------------- --------------- ------ --------- -------------- ------ -----------
  MC-Annotate   Canonical       2578   2055      79.71          2180   **84.56**
                Non-canonical   1224   338       27.61          702    **57.35**
  RNAView       Canonical       2634   2242      85.12          2274   **86.33**
                Non-canonical   2782   1009      36.27          1466   **52.70**
  FR3D          Canonical       2622   2322      88.56          2333   **88.98**
                Non-canonical   2788   1390      49.86          1691   **60.65**
  DSSR          Canonical       2618   2269      86.67          2293   **87.59**
                Non-canonical   1640   670       40.85          961    **58.60**
  ClaRNA        Canonical       2518   2079      82.57          2183   **86.70**
                Non-canonical   1456   500       34.34          865    **59.41**

The better performances are shown in **bold**.

###### The improvements in base-pairing annotation precision for five tools by using CompAnnotate

                                       Regular     CompAnnotate              
  ------------- --------------- ------ ----------- -------------- ---------- -----------
  MC-Annotate   Canonical       2578   2055/51     97.58          2180/31    **98.60**
                Non-canonical   1224   338/303     52.73          702/154    **82.01**
  RNAView       Canonical       2634   2242/155    93.53          2274/73    **96.89**
                Non-canonical   2782   1009/1286   43.97          1466/560   **72.36**
  FR3D          Canonical       2622   2322/157    93.67          2333/58    **97.57**
                Non-canonical   2788   1390/1113   55.53          1691/459   **78.65**
  DSSR          Canonical       2618   2269/114    95.22          2293/44    **98.12**
                Non-canonical   1640   670/665     50.19          961/313    **75.43**
  ClaRNA        Canonical       2518   2079/31     98.53          2183/29    **98.69**
                Non-canonical   1456   500/193     72.15          865/124    **87.46**

The 'match' is representing the true positives and the 'conflict' is representing the false positives, against the positive data represented by '\# of bp in benchmark'. The better performances are shown in **bold**.

Annotation in RNA structural motifs {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------

To analyze the performance of the CompAnnotate base-pairing annotation more closely, we have observed the interactions inside the motifs. For our observations, we considered a few known regions of C-loop, kink-turn and sarcin-ricin motifs. Initially, we picked the location of known motifs for PDB ID: 1S72 from the result of RNAMotifScanX ([@B8]). Then we mapped the locations, to get the regions in PDB ID: 2B9N that are expected to be motifs. The considered motifs in 2B9N are 908--913/863--869 (C-loop), 1234--1238/1208--1215 (kink-turn), 2653--2657/2664--2667 (sarcin-ricin), 456--460/469--472 (sarcin-ricin) and 2724--2728/2679--2685 (C-loop). Then for these regions, we analyzed how the known expected base pairs are annotated for the regular and CompAnnotate method.

In this low-resolution RNA structure, the regular annotation methods miss many base pairs that are necessary for a region to be considered as a motif. CompAnnotate can successfully include proper base pairs in such cases. The count of base pairing annotation for our five sample motifs is shown in Table [6](#tbl6){ref-type="table"}. Here we show the improvement of annotation in target PDB ID: 2B9N, considering both of the reference PDB IDs: 3R8S and 2ZJR. CompAnnotate has the same or more expected annotations for all the methods in these motif regions. We show detailed 3D and 2D representations (drawn using PyMOL and Xfig) of motifs and base-pairing annotation in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, choosing one example for each method. The 3D structures in the figure show the structural characteristics for the motifs and visual justification why these regions are being considered as motifs. The consensus structures ([@B15]) show the expected base-pairing interactions for a given motif. For the C-loop 908--913/863--869, the regular MC-Annotate method detects four out of six known base pairs and the CompAnnotate (MC-Annotate) can detect all six. For the kink-turn 1234--1238/1208--1215, the regular RNAView method detects three out of seven known base pairs and the CompAnnotate (RNAView) can detect six. For the sarcin-ricin 2653--2657/2664--2667, the regular FR3D method detects zero out of five known base pairs and the CompAnnotate (FR3D) detects four. For the sarcin-ricin 456--460/469--472, the regular DSSR method detects zero out of five known base pairs and the CompAnnotate (DSSR) detects four. For the C-loop 2724--2728/2679--2685, the regular ClaRNA method detects three out of six known base pairs and the CompAnnotate (ClaRNA) can detect all six.

![The base-pairing annotations of CompAnnotate and other five tools for five RNA structure motifs in a 23S rRNA (PDB ID: 2B9N). (**A**) C-loop (908--913/863--869) structure and consensus with MC-Annotate and CompAnnotate annotation. (**B**) Kink-turn (1234--1238/1208--1215) structure and consensus with RNAView and CompAnnotate annotation. (**C**) Sarcin-ricin (2653--2657/2664--2667) structure and consensus with FR3D and CompAnnotate annotation. (**D**) Sarcin-ricin (456--460/469--472) structure and consensus with DSSR and CompAnnotate annotation. (**E**) C-loop (2724--2728/2679--2685) structure and consensus with ClaRNA and CompAnnotate annotation.](gkx538fig4){#F4}

###### Comparison of base-pairing annotations between the regular and CompAnnotate methods for known motifs in a 23S rRNA (PDB ID: 2B9N)

                                                          Annotated base pair count                                                   
  ----------------------------------------- ------------- --------------------------- ------- --- ------- --- ------- --- ------- --- -------
  908--913/863--869 (C-loop: 6)             2B9N (3R8S)   4                           **6**   6   6       6   6       6   6       5   **6**
                                            2B9N (2ZJR)   4                           **5**   6   6       6   6       6   6       5   **6**
  1234--1238/1208--1215 (Kink-turn: 7)      2B9N (3R8S)   3                           **6**   3   **5**   5   5       4   **5**   3   **5**
                                            2B9N (2ZJR)   3                           **5**   3   **6**   5   5       4   **5**   3   **5**
  2653--2657/2664--2667 (Sarcin-ricin: 5)   2B9N (3R8S)   1                           **3**   1   **3**   0   **4**   1   **3**   0   **3**
                                            2B9N (2ZJR)   1                           **2**   1   **3**   0   **4**   1   **3**   0   **2**
  456--460/469--472 (Sarcin-ricin: 5)       2B9N (3R8S)   0                           **4**   0   **4**   2   **4**   0   **4**   0   **4**
                                            2B9N (2ZJR)   0                           **4**   0   **4**   2   **4**   0   **4**   0   **4**
  2724--2728/2679--2685 (C-loop: 6)         2B9N (3R8S)   5                           5       4   **6**   5   **6**   5   **6**   3   **5**
                                            2B9N (2ZJR)   5                           **6**   4   **6**   5   **6**   5   **6**   3   **6**

'CompA' represents CompAnnotate version of the tools, compared to the regular version.The improvements are shown in **bold**.

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

In this paper, we have presented a novel tool, named CompAnnotate, to predict base-pairing interactions in the low-resolution RNA 3D structures. It adopts a high-resolution homolog as the reference RNA to infer the plausible base pairs in the target RNA by using a comparative method. The target and the reference RNAs are aligned first and then the different annotations of base pairs in them are analyzed to make better prediction for the target RNA. The distances of these inferred base pairs are restricted to specific ranges determined by the quality of two RNA structure data to improve the accuracy. CompAnnotate has been implemented as a C program and benchmarked with other five tools, including MC-Annotate, RNAView, FR3D, DSSR and ClaRNA. The experimental results show that CompAnnotate improves the performance of these state-of-the-art tools in the base-pairing annotation for low-resolution RNA structures, especially the prediction of non-canonical base pairs. The tool is also tested by applying its results to RNA structural motif identification. It can be seen that CompAnnotate is better in detecting the potential base pairs in the conserved motifs for the low-resolution RNAs. In conclusion, CompAnnotate helps to explore the plausible base pair interactions in RNAs whose high-resolution 3D structural information is unavailable. These newly detected interactions can be applied to the study of RNA tertiary structures, which may aid to uncover their functions in the cell.

The approach used in CompAnnotate is a significant step toward including the coordinate uncertainties in the context of base-pairing annotations. Based on this work, further research can be done to improve the annotation result for PDB data. One possible extension of CompAnnotate is to use multiple high-resolution RNA structures as reference RNAs, when more RNA structures will be deposited in the PDB database. Future work may also focus on the PDB data that does not have necessary parameters to calculate DPI. According to the statistics of attributes usage in the PDBx/mmCIF dictionary, around 80% of PDB data have necessary attributes for DPI calculation. How the uncertainties of the coordinates can be calculated for rest of the 20% PDBs still remains as a challenge to solve. Another future work can include devising an unified geometric platform to combine annotation results from multiple tools together. It is noticed that none of the annotation tools can uncover all the base pairs and on the other hand, many predicted base pairs of one tool are not shared by the others. With an algorithm to compare the prediction results of multiple tools, there are opportunities to combine all the annotation of base pairs to provide a more comprehensive solution.
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